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l lntroduction

The performance of the tennis racket in terms of the coefncient of resti―
tution is closely related to impact phenomenao Nevertheless,there are a
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ln this paper, the vibration of a racket― frame and the rebound ve―
locity of a ball when it hits the strings of rackets with various physical
properties,such as the frame stifFness,Inass distribution and the string
tension,are predicted using a silnple impact lnodel. The lnodel is based
on the idea that the contact duration,which has a strong influence on
the racket― fralne vibration and is not much afFected by the frame stifF―
ness,is deternlined by the natural period of a whole systenl composed of
the IIln“ミ。f a ball,the non― linear stifFness of a ball and strings,and the
reduced mass of racket at the impact point on the string face. The re―
bound velocity of the ban Can be derived by considering the inain sources
of energy loss during impact,such as the instantaneous deformation of
the ban and strings,rotation of the racket and vibration of racket― frame
(JζαυαZοC,1989,1992,α 一 c).

2 Approxilnate Non― linear lmpact Analysis
and the Prediction of a lBan Rebound Velocity

The coefncient of restitution cBc,when the racket head is flrlnly clamped
in the collision between a ball and strings,is closely related to the energy
loss due to the instantaneouse deformation of the ball and strings. If the
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M,of a racket at the hitting point on the string face,and the ball velocity

玲 。befOre impact(rfaυ αzoc,1992α ,c)。

(1)

Assunling that the contact duration,which is not much arected by the
frame stifFness accoding to the experiment,is determined by the natural
period of a whole systern composed of the mass of a ban,the nonlinear
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stifFness X″G3of a ball and strings,and the reduced mass of racket,the
contact duration between the ball and the racket nlight be

■=πれ,1ノ
2/(κ

cB(1+mB/■ 4))1′
2

The stifFness IFcB,however,has a strong non― linearity and its value changes
during impact also depending On the impact velocity(κ αυαZοe,1992α).In
order to make the analysis siIIlpler, the equivalent force FME.Ⅳ  can be
introduced during impact time η,(∫ F(1)出 =助 EスⅣη9). Accordingly9
the relationship between FMEAⅣ  and corresponding KGF iS represented as
Eq。 (3)from Eq。 (1)and Eq.(2).

(2)

(4)

みcc.=yB。 (1+θ Bc)mBl′
2xbβ lノ 2/(π

(1+mθ /4)1/2) (3)

On the other hnnd, each curve of restoring forces FF, Fc and Fc,vs.
the deformations of a ban,stringS and the compound system of ball and
strings can be deterlnined respectivelyo This is so as to satisfy a nu】 m―

ber of experilnental data using the least square method assunling that
a ball with concentrated mass deforms only at the side in contact with
the strings. Also,the curves of the corresponding stirness i【G, ス

′
β,and

KGB Can be derived by difFerentiation of the restoring forces with respect
to deformation(κ αυαZοθ,1992a).ThuS,the relationship between FcB and
娩 B Can be deH馳d udng the httts躍
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"牛is approxilnated as a half― sine pulse

shown on the left in Fig。 11. Its lnathematical expession is

F(1)=F"“ Sjη (πt/■ )(0≦ t≦ ■)

where

FME4Ⅳ■,    La,=7rFhca"/2 (6)

(5)
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The amplitude of racket vibration due to impact can be silnulated by

漑覆n協競蹴糊鶴歴:宝縦難讐蹴鼈幾書arbitrary point j on the string face,
point i of the racket are expressed as

Xtた =■JttЪ ←染) (8)
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The coemcient e of the post― ilnpact velocity relative to the pre― ilnpact
velocity of a ball is given by

c=(1-2△ E(π3+M「 )/(mBνァ昭。))1ノ
2_m,(1+θβc)/(mB+ν,) (10)
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Fig。 l Sh∝k shape and its spectrunl during
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3 Results and lDiscussion

The c」 cuhted contact dme agreesttdi∬
胤胤∬驚鍬∫肌胤I露actual fbrehand strokes. Also,the rn(
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mass distribution of a racket(κ αωαZοC,1992c).

Figure 2 shows the predicted post-1lnpact vibrations of rackets with
various physical prOperties whei a ball hits the top,the centre and the
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Fig。2 PEdicted amplitude ofthe racに thme宙bration immedhじ ly aftr impact

when a ban hi協 」℃racket(near,α )n“r,top)at avelociv Of 30 ms・
1.
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Fig。3 Predict蘭
"bound velocity againstincident velcity when a ban stikes FaCkets with

direrent physical Fopemes at dle near,α )n“ ,and top on the smg face。
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near on the string face at a velocity of 30 m/s reSpectively.The rackets
tested are Yamaha's EX―II(360g,length 680 mm,area 100`■ 2,centre
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ntre,whereas it is large when a ball

hits the ofF― centre(the tOp Or the place close to the throat)on the String
face. The mplitude of vibrations with the wide body racket is rather
small compared with the norlrlal one. The amplitude of the super― light

and top―heavy racket is small at the top,whereas the amplitude with the
over―sized racket is large at the near on the string face. If strung tightly,
the amplitude of vibration increases remarkably in the ofF― centre impact.

Figure 3 shows the predicted coefncient e against the impact veloci―
ties when the ball strikes the racket with difFerent physical properties. It
is seen that each racket has its own characteristics with respect to the
rebound velocity.The rebound coemcient with PROTO-02(wide bOdy)
and EOS100(super light and top― heavy)are not afFected by an increase
Of ilnpact velocity at the top and higher than that with the normal one.
The super― light and top― heavy racket decreases gradually in rebound co―
efncient with an increase of illlpact velocity at the near on the string
Lcc mthough the rebound coendtt」

::混鷺 駕 ξ留冊 :JttI:督∬ 僻strung loosely is the highest arF10ng t
irnpact velocity.If strung tightly,it decreases remarkably in the o■ centre
impact due to the energy loss caused by the vibration of racket― frame.
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